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Deltek Costpoint  
Business Intelligence
Maximize profit, spot exceptions and get to root of the 
problem – faster 

Does your organization have the information it needs, 
when it’s needed, to make the right decisions to move 
your business forward? Are you able to answer critical 
questions about your business’ performance quickly and 
confidently? In today’s ultra-competitive government 
contracting environment, many organizations are using 
multiple sources of data and many spreadsheets to answer 
these questions, leading to manual, time-consuming, and 
ineffective decision making across the organization. 

The ability to harness project data with speed, agility, 
accuracy and trust can make the difference between 
profitable projects and unprofitable projects. With Costpoint 
the modern contractor gets the best data of any project-
based ERP and the best business intelligence. Executives 
and project managers get truer insight into project 
performance to increase profits and control costs on every 
project in their portfolio. You will turn your organizational 
data into knowledge, so you can make smarter, information-
based decisions that drive your business forward.

Track multiple key performance indicators in a single view – on any device. 
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Key Features:

• Advanced visualizations in reports and dashboards

• Budget/Forecast vs. Actual comparisons

• Consistent web-experience on all devices

• Consolidated view of projects

• Drag and drop dashboard creation 

• Easily locate, build, run, and schedule reports you can 
trust – all in a single location 

• Fully integrated with Costpoint, including security 

• Interactive report authoring 

• Powerful and contextualized smart search

• Real-time view of project information 

• Report templates that are easy-to-customize

• View project trends over multiple years and periods

• Web-based data modeling and ability to map data from 
multiple sources, including Excel 

Secure 
Access to data  
and reports are 
protected with 
multi-layered 

security

Analyze 
Review project- 

based data,  
trends reports and  

KPIs in a single  
self-service portal

Synthesize 
Create custom 

reports and dash-
boards from multiple 

sources to tell the 
complete story

Monitor 
View up to date 
information in a 
single location 

with reliable and 
consisten data

Share 
Rich, visual  

reports easily  
created and shared 

across the entire 
organization

Make new discoveries into the overall performance of your business 
with Costpoint Business Intelligence

Drive your business forward today with better data and one version 
of the truth. To learn more, visit www.deltek.com/costpoint-bi 


